Language reflects society. If we experience uncertainty about our language choices it is often because of an unsettled situation in society. Many Americans find it especially difficult to choose appropriate feminine forms of address from the list: Mrs., Miss, or Ms. The uncertainty we display in making a selection reflects a problem in society, a problem about individual identity.
Forms of address perform an important role in communication. I believe that a discussion of.the origins, the rules governing usage, the connotations, and the attitudes people display concerning these forms of address can show their importance in the process of communication. Such a discussion will also reveal some aspects of the continually 2 changing sociolinguistic attitude$ in America. The thesis will concentrate on the titles Mr., Mrs., Miss and Ms.
II. THE BROWN AND FORD AND THE ERVIN-TRIPP STUDIES
Listing in a table the forms of address in our system and then stating generally some determining factors for choosing the acceptable and appropriate form would make the choice appear simple, but when the structural relationships are taken into account the complexity of the system emerges.
Susan Ervin-Tripp, a scholar at the University of California, The first time the woman called she identified herself as "Rhonda" in a warm friendly voice. She was calling to find out when an invoice was going to be paid. The person she wished to speak with was not in and did not return Rhonda's call as she had requested. As Rhonda called again several times over a period of weeks her voice became less friendly with each call, and she began to identify herself as Rhonda Farrell. Finally, she eliminated her first name, and the crisp voice on the telephone belonged to Mrs. Farrell.
As the Brown and Ford study showed, the initial exchange for two American adults is that of TLN changing to FN as the relationship develops. 6 Rhonda Farrell reversed this pattern in her telephone conversations. She used FN as she introduced herself, but when the relationship did not progress as cordially as she had anticipated she chose to acknowledge a change in attitude by selecting other forms of address.
Had she introduced herself as Mrs. Farrell the relationship probably would not have progressed any differently. Her use of language showed that she was aware that TLN expressed more formality than FN. When she wanted to be more businesslike she changed her language. People who favor adopting ~· as a standard form of address feel that it expresses individuality and independence.
IV. ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF MS.
It is obvious from the hesitation many people experience about using Ms. in everyday language that this expression has not been compl~tely accepted into the American forms of address system. The people who feel reluctant to use Ms.
include some married women who feel threatened by eliminating the medial r from their title. The status of success and security that they enjoy as a Mrs. is taken away. Some women say that Ms. has no charm and that ~-is more dignified.
A number of single women object to using Ms. because they feel that since it obscures their single status, men are not aware that they are available and unattached. In response to a concern at Yale University as to how female instructors should be listed in the yearly bulletin, ninety students were asked to evaluate several course descriptions in terms of enjoyableness and intellectual stimulation those course descriptions seemed to promise.
Eighty-eight of these students were males. Included with the course d·escriptions that the students received were names of the instructors o£ the courses with forms of address varied among Miss, Mrs., Ms., Mr., or initials and last name only.
Results of this study showed that the instructor's title had an effect on how those ninety students rated the courses. When evaluating the technical courses the students did not display the discrepancies in judgment among the forms of address of the instructors, perhaps because the participants in the study felt that any woman capable of teaching a technical course would be extremely competent.
Two groups of students, those from Yale, and the high school seniors, were used in this study, but the participants were all quite similar. They were almost all males and all either college-bound or in college. Larger, more varied groups may have provided more valuable information. As an epilogue to her comments on the study, Ms. Heilman adds that Yale University now offers women faculty members a choice of Mrs. 
